A10 NETWORKS THUNDER
CGN SECURED GLOBAL IPV4
ADDRESSES FOR BUSINESS
EXPANSION AND ENABLED
A STABLE MIGRATION
AND OPERATION
“Within the sector, A10 had an outstanding
track record and performance in CGN.”
Tomoyuki Nissato | Manager, Engineering Division
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• Securing IP addresses to allow business

• CGNAT resolved IPv4 address

expansion was a matter of urgency
• Making more efficient use of existing
assets to avoid reliance on the

exhaustion caused by growth in the
number of customers
• Achieved 100% availability and stable

unpredictable procurement of global

operation with zero failures in more than

IPv4 addresses

12 months
• Sales increased after switching service
from dynamic to static IP addresses
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However, as customer numbers grew, a shortage of global
IPv4 addresses that users needed to connect to the internet
became an issue. Tomoyuki Nissato, manager of the
Engineering division, recalls, “For several years, we had been
asking the JPNIC to allocate more global IPv4 addresses
to us, aiming to secure a larger stock. At the same time we
were looking to adopt a CGN solution that would enable us
to make more efficient use of our existing addresses.”
To obtain new global IPv4 addresses, CableTV had to buy
them from other providers, but was finding it hard to secure
a steady and regular supply. Hideaki Ishikawa, assistant
manager of the engineering section #2, Engineering division,
explains how CableTV came to consider CGN solutions,
“As compared with buying new addresses, we felt that
CableTV Co., Ltd (“CableTV”), which provides cable

adopting CGN, which makes more efficient use of existing IP

television, internet access and other broadcasting and

addresses, would certainly enable us to pursue our business

telecommunications services in Tochigi, Gunma and

with peace of mind.”

Ibaraki prefectures, has adopted a carrier-grade network
address translation (CGNAT) solution that enables it to
more efficiently use its global IPv4 addresses, with a view to

VALIDATION

actively expanding its service area. The deciding factors in

A10 NETWORKS’ OUTSTANDING TRACK RECORD

CableTV’s choice of A10 Networks’ IPv4 address exhaustion

IN THE INDUSTRY INSPIRED CONFIDENCE WITH

countermeasures/IPv6 migration solution Thunder® CGN
were the company’s excellent track record in the sector and
the possibility of achieving a much more stable operation.

THE CUSTOMER
While examining different CGN solutions, CableTV’s
attention was caught by A10 Networks’ IPv4 exhaustion

CHALLENGE
CABLETV URGENTLY NEEDED MORE GLOBAL IPV4
ADDRESSES TO GROW ITS BUSINESS

countermeasures/IPv6 migration solution, the Thunder
CGN. Mr. Nissato recalls, “When comparing solutions, we
also emphasized the track record. CGN often came up in
conversation at industry gatherings, and A10 Networks’
solution was by far the most widely used.” When CableTV

Established in 1987, CableTV provides cable television,

came to compare CGN solutions, it found out that the initial

Internet access, telephone and other broadcasting and

outlay was higher for other companies’ solutions than for the

telecommunications services in Tochigi, Gunma and Ibaraki

Thunder CGN, and their track record was not as good.

prefectures. More than 36 percent of households in this area
use CableTV’s services, and in Tochigi City in particular, the

In addition to a strong reputation, CableTV needed a CGN

company has a larger share of the internet access service

solution that would have high availability and redundancy

market than other major carriers.

for a steady operation. Mr. Nissato said, “Many customers
use 1Gbps FTTH, and we needed a CGN solution that would

CableTV is known for its forward-thinking initiatives, and

avoid response bottlenecks. We heard that with router-based

was one of the first in the cable TV sector to adopt fiber-

solutions, in some cases performance declined because of

optic (FTTH) network infrastructure. The company pursued

NAT, or game-related applications didn’t work properly, so we

an active customer development strategy, focusing on

needed to validate the solution thoroughly.”

businesses closely linked to local communities such as
community television and FM radio stations.
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Other important considerations in the validation process
included a requirement to secure a sufficient number of

BENEFITS

TCP or UDP sessions and flexible NAT traversal for each

SMOOTH MIGRATION AND SUCCESS IN SECURING

application through the application-level gateway (ALG)

ADDRESSES VITAL TO BUSINESS EXPANSION

functions in order to cater to the needs of online gaming
customers.

Today, more than 12 months since the Thunder CGN was
rolled out, just under 10 percent of all users of CableTV’s

Having thoroughly tested the performance of the Thunder

internet access service have migrated to shared addresses

CGN using a mock-up network that simulated conditions

using the Thunder CGN. In the future, the company plans

on its actual network, CableTV confirmed that the solution

to extend the Thunder CGN to new users while continuing a

fulfilled its requirements. Based on this conclusion, a

partial migration of its existing service area.

high assessment of its outstanding track record, high
performance and cost-effectiveness, the company adopted

Mr. Nissato has high praise for the way that A10 Networks’

the A10 Networks Thunder CGN.

Thunder CGN helped to achieve a substantial reduction in
the operational burden. “When there is any kind of alert, we

SOLUTION

only need to check the number of sessions for IP addresses,

THUNDER CGN ENABLED SMOOTH, HIGH-

the management interface. Also, we have never had

PERFORMANCE IPV4 EXHAUSTION

any difficulty with the CLI, because it uses a Cisco-like

COUNTERMEASURES AND IPV6 MIGRATION

and we can operate on a day-to-day basis without touching

command line. It is also easy to change the configuration
settings when converting the existing service area to CGN

A10 Networks’ Thunder CGN is a carrier-grade network

and easy to check operational status via the management

gateway product that is able to convert addresses and

interface. Since the rollout, we have maintained 100 percent

protocols transparently, allowing more efficient use of

availability with zero failures.”

existing IPv4 addresses and IPv4-based infrastructure, and
therefore, protecting investments. It also supports migration
to IPv6 networks in a single solution, helping to support

Syslog Server

gradual migration to IPv6, while extending the life of existing
IPv4 addresses.
A10 Networks’ Thunder CGN incorporates the company’s
proprietary Advanced Core Operating System (ACOS®),
which maximizes hardware performance, enabling highspeed processing of concurrent connections for large-scale
sessions. It supports ALG and other functions, making it
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possible to adopt a high-capacity multilayer NAT structure
without affecting existing applications, establish highly-

L2SW/OLT

reliable connections, and implement IPv4 address exhaustion
countermeasures without diminishing
user experience.
Figure 1: Network configuration diagram
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A10 THUNDER CGN
LEARN MORE

A10Netowrks’ Thunder CGN enabled CableTV to not only
more efficiently use global IPv4 addresses, but also to

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

maintain a high level of service after moving to the CGN.

CONSIDERING VISUALIZATION OF

Mr. Nissato said, “The Thunder CGN enabled us to migrate

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, MIGRATION TO IPV6

to shared addresses without requiring any conscious
effort on the part of our customers. We organized CGN

In the future, CableTV plans to not only migrate existing

training groups in-house but have otherwise maintained

customers to CGN, but to actively attract new customers

operations unchanged without any particular change to

using shared addresses through A10 Networks Thunder

procedures.” Until then, CableTV had divided up its global

CGN. The company is also considering migration to IPv6,

IPv4 addresses, but the Thunder CGN made it possible to

and Mr. Nissato has great expectations of the Thunder CGN.

use large subnet addresses, as well as reducing the load

“It’s great that we can migrate products we have already

on network equipment.

deployed to IPv6 without any particular cost.”

For the migration from the existing environment, shared
addresses were allocated to users by controlling IP

CableTV is also considering continued strengthening

addresses allocated by the DHCP server and shortening

security by upgrading to the Thunder Converged Firewall

lease time. In addition, shared addresses were added to

(CFW), which integrates multiple intensive security

the existing VLAN as secondary addresses, with a view to

solutions, including CGN functions, through the visualization

ensuring that there would be no impact on provisioning

of L7 communications and firewall functions.

coordination. The changeover was achieved without
suspending the service itself or implementing any large-

ABOUT A10 NETWORKS

scale overhaul.
Deploying Thunder CGN allowed some users who had
subscribed to services that had until then used dynamic IP
addresses to switch to static IP services, which increased
sales. Mr. Nissato describes the unexpected benefits. “For
customers who control the source IP address and use
VPNs for internal connections, we had many cases where,

A10 Networks (NYSE: ATEN) provides Reliable Security
Always™ through a range of high-performance solutions
that enable intelligent automation with deep machine
learning to ensure business critical applications are
protected, reliable and always available. Founded in 2004,

even with a dynamic IP service, the DHCP server allocated

A10 Networks is based in San Jose, Calif., and serves

the same IP address. But shared addresses have made it

customers globally with offices worldwide.

possible to transfer a number of companies to services
based on the allocation of static IP addresses.”

LEARN MORE
ABOUT A10 NETWORKS

For more information, visit: a10networks.com
or tweet @A10Networks.
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